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The First Parish in Lincoln
Sunday, June 5 ❖ 10 a.m.
PRELUDE

Improvisation and Variations on Veni Creator Spiritus
- Maurice Duruflé
WELCOME
Paula Waterman
OPENING WORDS
from enfleshed
Jenny Rankin
Minister:

All you who delight in the Sacred,
come and worship our non-binary Creator.
Thanks be to God who blesses the peculiar
and rejoices in the uniqueness of every body and being.
The Holy takes on flesh in every gender and sexual orientation,
every race and ability, every body size and body type.
Each embodied difference is a unique glimpse of Holy Wonder.
Blessed are those who search for God among the lives of the
oppressed, the betrayed, the turned-away, and the
condemned.
Blessed are those who receive with joy the gifts of God
enfleshed among us.
The Sacred is with us. Let us worship and be transformed.

People:
Minister:
People:
Minister:

People:
All:
OPENING HYMN
INVOCATION
COVENANT

A Hymn for Self Acceptance
Jenny Rankin
Sarah Klockowski

In the love of truth and in the spirit of Jesus
We unite for the worship of God and the service of all
FIRST READING
INTRODUCTION TO PRAYER
PRAYER HYMN
“God of Many Faces”
SILENCE
COMMUNITY PRAYERS
PASTORAL PRAYER

Sarah Klockowski
Paula Waterman

Paula Waterman

UNISON PRAYER

OFFERTORY

from enfleshed
Paula Waterman
Search my heart, O Love,
and lead me in the ways of solidarity.
Help me to lay down my defenses
and grow beyond the edges of my knowing
that I may move more deeply into practices
of care, of right-relationship,
of liberation and transformation.
Grounded in the truth of my inherent worth,
planted in the knowledge of my power,
mindful of the stories, and legacies,
and systems that shape me,
I pray my becoming unfolds
in the direction of freedom:
Mine. Others. Ours. This planet’s.
May this day be my teacher
and my learning sincere. Amen.
The Light Comes as a Rainbow - Amanda Udis-Kessler

The light comes as a rainbow, infusing us with colors,
Assuring us of welcome, a covenant of care.
The rainbow fills horizons, surrounding us with beauty
Reminding us to honor the love that’s always there.
The light lives in our bodies, inspiring us to wonder,
Inviting us to passion, a covenant of joy.
The rainbow is a present, a gift to all creation
A promise from the holy to bless and not destroy.
The light grows in our healing. It draws us to each other.
It helps us to imagine a covenant of peace.
The rainbow is a model of difference in relation.
Apart and yet together, the colors never cease.
DOXOLOGY

From all that dwell below the skies
Let the Creator’s praise arise
Let the Redeemer’s names be sung
Through every land by every tongue

OFFERTORING PRAYER
Paula Waterman
CHORAL ANTHEM
I am Willing - Holly Near
Sarah Klockowski, solo
SECOND READING
Acts 2:1-12
Jenny Rankin
SERMON
Sarah Klockowski
CLOSING HYMN
All the Colors of the Rainbow
OUR CALL TO MINISTRY
Paula Waterman
We go forth from the worship of God
To be faithful to the vision of Jesus
To affirm each person’s dignity
And to cherish the living earth.
BENEDICTION
Sarah Klockowski
BENEDICTION RESPONSE
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Paula Waterman
POSTLUDE
Veni Creator Spiritus (Finale) - Maurice Duruflé

Today's flowers are shared by Katy Hogue in memory of her grandmother, Mary
Tatman, who would have been 100 this month. She is greatly missed.
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We are an open and welcoming community church formed in 1942 by the union of
the Congregational (1746) and Unitarian (1842) churches in Lincoln.
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Technology Team: Paris Parks
Deacon: Paula Waterman
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